Th rough the institute of public procurement a considerable volume of fi nancial resources is allocated. It is therefore in the interest of contracting entities to seek ways of how to achieve an effi cient allocation of resources. Some public contractawarding entities, along with some public-administration authorities in the Czech Republic, believe that the use of a single evaluation criterion (the lowest bid price) results in a more effi cient tender for a public contract. It was found that contracting entities in the Czech Republic strongly prefer to use the lowest bid price criterion. Within the examined sample, 86.5 % of public procurements were evaluated this way. Th e analysis of the examined sample of public contracts proved that the choice of an evaluation criterion, even the preference of the lowest bid price criterion, does not have any obvious impact on the fi nal cost of a public contract. Th e study concludes that it is inappropriate to prefer the criterion of the lowest bid price within the evaluation of public contracts that are characterised by their complexity (including public contracts for construction works and public service contracts). Th e fi ndings of the Supreme Audit Offi ce related to the inspection of public contracts indicate that when using the lowest bid price as an evaluation criterion, a public contract may indeed be tendered with the lowest bid price, but not necessarily the best off er in terms of supplied quality. It is therefore not appropriate to use the lowest bid price evaluation criterion to such an extent for the purpose of evaluating work and services. Any improvement to this situation requires a corresponding amendment to the Law on Public Contracts and mainly a radical change in the attitude of the Offi ce for the Protection of Competition towards proposed changes, as indicated within the conclusions and recommendations proposed by this study.
Introduction
Th e institute of public procurement governs a signifi cant reallocation of resources. In 2012, a total of 12.8 % of GDP was spent on public contracts in the Czech Republic (MMR 2014) . Within the direct regime of public procurement -i.e. the mandatory award of public contracts pursuant to Act No. 137 / 2006 Coll., On Public Contracts, as amended (hereinaft er "Act on Public Contracts") -approximately 60 % of the volume of outlaid fi nancial resources is awarded within the public procurement market. Th e remaining 40 % of expended funds are allocated through the institute of small-scale contracts (possibly on the basis of exemptions from the Act on Public Contracts). Th e dominant position among the procurers of public contracts stays with public procurers, who in terms of the volume of fi nancial resources represent an 85 %-share of the public-procurement market. Th is level of fi nancial resources represents 28 % of the total volume of expenditures by the general government sector (CSO 2014; MMR 2014) .
Obviously, this is a considerable amount of fi nancial resources. It is therefore in the interest of public authorities to create an eff ective procurement management and to search for factors that increase the effi ciency of public procurement. Do they also include the prioritisation of the lowest bid price evaluation criterion, as some contracting authorities in the Czech Republic believe ? Finding the answer to this question represents the research objective of this study.
Theoretical foundations
In order to secure necessary goods and services, the public sector may either employ its own production or it may alternatively opt for the outsourcing way (Prager 1994; Mikušová Meričková and Nemec 2013) . Th e contracting authority establishes the necessary legal procedures for this purpose (Jurčík 2007) and at the same time aims to get the required quality of the necessary product / service for the lowest possible price. Towards this end, it may use either a single evaluation criterion (the lowest bid price) or it may evaluate the individual submitted bids based on multiple evaluation criteria.
Using the example of eight Central European countries (Slovakia, Poland, Czech Republic, Austria, Hungary, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) and three Western European countries (UK, France and Germany) between the years 2009 and 2013 Nemec, Mikušová Meričková and Grega (2014) examine the role of the lowest bid price as an evaluation criterion in the public procurement of goods, services and public works. From their analysis it becomes clear that the Czech Republic, along with Slovakia and Poland, ranks among countries that signifi cantly prefer the criterion of the lowest bid price within the evaluation of public procurement. Th is preference of the lowest bid price as an evaluation criterion in public procurement (ranging around 80 % of all evaluated contracts) markedly contrasts with the abovementioned Western European countries which, by contrast, prefer a multi-criterial evaluation of public procurement.
Th e selection of evaluation criteria depends on the discretion of the contracting authority. In case the contracting authority opts for a single evaluation criterion (the lowest bid price), a prerequisite of its use is that the selection of an off er with the lowest bid price corresponds to the principle of economy, meaning that for the lowest incurred cost the given target of public procurement was indeed met. In case the contracting authority uses multiple criteria, the Act on Public Contracts requires that for each criterion its weight must be specifi ed in percentage points. Th e bid price is one of the evaluation criteria.
Evaluation criteria represent the key instrument in selecting the best off er. It therefore makes sense to ask: what role in the procurement management does the selection of the evaluation criteria play ? Does the choice of evaluation criteria have an impact on the fi nal price of public procurement ? Is the evaluation criterion of the lowest bid price the most appropriate yardstick for the selection of public procurement ?
Th at is to say, some awarding entities in the Czech Republic are of the opinion (according to information obtained from a survey conducted by the authors of this study at a training seminar of awarding authorities over the period 2005 -2013) that the criterion of the lowest bid price is the most appropriate measure for evaluating public contracts, since the use of the criterion of the lowest bid price reportedly leads to a lower fi nal price compared to the use of a multi-criterial evaluation of public procurement. Th is view is based on the following argumentation: the contracting authority is obliged to disclose the estimated price of a public contract and the evaluation criteria. For tender participants the estimated price of a public contract represents an important piece of information for the formulation of their contest strategy. Provided the evaluation criterion is solely the lowest bid price, the candidate in turn takes into account only this information within the formation of its bidding strategy. It seeks to "squeeze" its bid price down as much as possible so that the off ered price is at the margin of profi tability with the expectation to win the public tender.
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According to the reasoning of the above-mentioned contracting authorities, more factors enter into the strategic decision-making of applicats regarding their bid price in case the assessment of public procurement is undertaken on the basis of multiple criteria, such as the quality of their off ering, technical parameters, deadlines or other properties specifi ed by individual evaluation criteria. Th e applicant is thus not so intensely "pushed" to reduce its bid price down to the very threshold of public contract's profi tability. Instead, the bidder may off er a slightly higher price compared to the single-criterial assessment of tender bids based on the lowest bid price.
Th e argumentation of the aforementioned contracting authorities seems logical in that the applicant may compensate its (slightly higher) bid price within multicriterial procurement evaluation (compared to the price that would have been offered under the evaluation of bids by the sole criterion of the lowest bid price) by, e.g., a higher quality of the off ered product or by some other desired parameter included in the multi-criterial evaluation of tender bids. However, is this really the case ? Are proponents of this view from the ranks of contracting authorities correct in assuming that the use of the lowest bid price criterion results in a lower fi nal price when compared to the assessment of public procurement based on multiple criteria ? Th e following empirical data analysis will attempt to answer this question. 2 The tender applicant thus plays a "risky game" in that its aversion to risk signifi cantly infl uences into what risky decisions it will enter with the bid price (with respect to other offers with the expected bid price). For more on the issue of risk aversion see Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) and Arrow (1971) .
3 In the Czech Republic, there are several studies dealing with the empirical analysis of public procurement. For example, Pavel and Kubík (2011) point towards the impact that the number of tender participants has on the tendered price. Nikolovová et al. (2012) examined the role of the infl uence of the institutional environment and behaviour of awarding authorities on the effectiveness of public procurement. The collective work by Kameník et al. (2011) examines the openness of procurement procedures. The issue of the competitive environment in waste management and its impact on municipal expenditures is dealt with by Soukopová and Malý (2013) . In the Slovak Republic, the empirical analysis of public procurement is particularly dealt with by Meričková et al. (2010) , Nemec (2012 ), Sičáková Beblavá and Beblavý (2009 ), Vlček (2004 and Vozárová (2012) . The OECD study (2003) and the study by the European Commission (see Strand et al. 2011) , which focus on an openness of public tendering and public-procurement effi ciency, contributed particularly to the analysis of public procurement in the EU member states.
For now, what stands rather sideways is the examination of the impact of the evaluation criteria on the fi nal price of public procurement and whether the choice of evaluation criteria is in any way related to the openness of public competition. One of the exceptions is, e.g., the work by Nemec et al. (2014) , which establishes the issue of effi ciency versus economy in public procurement. Our analysis builds upon this work with a focus on the Czech Republic.
Data and their empirical analysis
Data on public contracts were obtained using a random selection from publicly available internet sites "Bulletin of public contracts" (www.vestnikverejnychzakazek.cz) and "Contracts Plus" (www.zakazky-plus.cz). In total there were 1,027 public contracts related to construction works that were published on the aforementioned internet portals within the period August-October 2013. Th e given sample of public contracts was adjusted for small-scale contracts (the portals included them in the below-the-threshold category of public contracts) and for public procurement for which the form "Notice of a contract award" did not include one of the following characteristics: the date the public contract was published on the procurement portal; the registration number of the public contract; the name, type and main activity of the contracting authority; the name and type of the construction-work contract; the type of the award procedure; evaluation criteria (including types and weights of sub-criteria for multi-criterially assessed contracts); the date when the contract was awarded; the number of bids; the initially estimated price; the fi nal price; supplementary information on whether the contract is to be awarded within a simplifi ed, below-the-threshold procedure. Th e adjustment resulted in a fi le of 557 below-the-threshold public contracts. A representation of individual contracting entities is shown in Table 1 .
Table 1
Representation of contracting entities using single-and multi-criterially evaluated public-procurement procedures
Type of procurer Single-criterially evaluated bids (%)

Multi-criterially evaluated bids (%)
Regional or municipal authorities 77 77
Regional or municipal offi ces and agencies 14 9
Public institutions 9 14
Source: Examined sample. Own calculations.
As evident from Table 1 , within the examined sample regional and municipal authorities clearly dominate; this is identical (77 %) for both single-and multi-criterially evaluated public procurement. In terms of the object matter, for which eleven major object areas of activity are distinguished, services to the public unequivocally dominate (85 % share in single-criterially evaluated contracts and 78 % share in multi-criterially assessed contracts).
Estimated and fi nal price of single-and multi-criterially evaluated public contracts
Th e Act on Public Contracts obliges public procurers to announce the estimated value of a contract within the published contract documentation. From an economic point of view, the estimated value of a public contract represents the value of collectively consumed goods / services (Meričková Mikušová and Stejskal 2014) .
Th e question arises whether the fi nal price is infl uenced by the choice of specifi c evaluation criteria. Is it possible to prove that opting for the selection criterion of the lowest tender bid price leads to a lower fi nal price vis-à-vis multi-criterially evaluated public contracts ? To answer this question we perform an analysis of the examined sample of public contracts. Th e examined sample demonstrates the following characteristics with respect to estimated and fi nal prices (see Table 2 ). Source: Examined sample of public procurements. Own analysis. EUR 1 = CZK 27.
From the analysis of the examined sample and the comparison of estimated and fi nal prices for single-criterially evaluated contracts it is clear that all values of the fi nal price are lower compared to the estimated price. For public contracts evaluated on the basis of the lowest bid price the average fi nal price of procurement approaches 75 % of the estimated price. When comparing the estimated and fi nal prices for multi-criterially evaluated public contracts, we see that there is also a difference between the estimated and fi nal price similar to the case of single-criterially assessed bids. Th e average fi nal price for multi-criterially evaluated public contracts approaches the level of approx. 81 per cent of the estimated price. Th e diff erence between the estimated and fi nal price of public contracts evaluated on the basis of the lowest bid price evaluation criterion and procurements evaluated based on multiple criteria is not signifi cant. 4 Th e data in Table 2 point towards another interesting fact. Th at is, the fi nal minimum price for both single-and multi-criterially evaluated contracts has fallen below CZK 1 million. Th is fi nding is surprising. At the time when we examined the sample (to be precise, as of 1 January 2014) the lower limit for awarding below-thethreshold public contracts stood at CZK 1 million for supplies and services and at CZK 3 million for construction works. We would expect that the fi nal price would not likely "fall" below this threshold. However, as we can see from the data in Table  2 , in the case of multi-criterially evaluated contracts the minimum price has fallen down to a mere CZK 685,000. Similarly for single-criterially evaluated public procurements, the fi nal price came down below the level of CZK 1 million. What was the cause of such a reduction in the fi nal price, compared to the estimated value of public procurement ?
Several possible explanations come forward. A relevant explanation suggests the aforementioned eff ect of a competitive environment, when the competitive environment in public procurement pushes toward lower fi nal prices. Another cause of the identifi ed incompatibility may lie in an inaccurate estimate on the part of the given contracting authority in determining the estimated value of a public contract. Th is conclusion is supported by fi ndings from the conducted training of public procurers. It turns out that some procurers do not know methods of how to calculate (estimate) the expected price of a public contract. However, there are other possible complementary explanations that call to be checked within some further studies.
Distribution of the number of single-and multi-criterially evaluated bids
Th e analysis of the examined sample of public contracts confi rms the conclusion at which Nemec et al. (2014) have arrived in their study on the dominance of singlecriterially evaluated public contracts over public procurement evaluated based on multiple criteria. In our examined sample, single-criterially evaluated public contracts were represented by an 86.5 % share of the total number of surveyed public contracts. Contracts evaluated based on multiple criteria constituted only 13.5 % of the total number of public contracts. Let us ask how the number of single-and multi-criterially evaluated bids diff ers.
Th e distribution of the number of bids submitted for single-criterially evaluated public contracts and for public contracts evaluated based on multiple criteria is shown in Diagram 1.
Diagram 1
Distribution of the number of bids for single-criterially evaluated public contracts Source: Examined sample. Own calculations.
From the above diagram it is clear that the number of single-criterially evaluated bids ranges for the examined sample within the interval from one to twentysix bids. Th e highest frequency is from one to seven bids, followed by a gradual decrease in the higher number of bids.
A similar situation is also characteristic of the distribution in the number of bids evaluated based on multiple criteria (see Diagram 2).
Diagram 2
Distribution of the number of bids for multi-criterially evaluated public contracts Source: Examined sample. Own calculations.
Also in the case of multi-criterially evaluated bids, the largest frequency is up to seven submitted off ers. Compared to single-criterially evaluated public procure-ment, however, this number of seven bids is apparently backed by a lower frequency in bids.
Let us also note that when compared to single-criterially evaluated public contracts, multi-criterially evaluated bids have a lower span of the number of bids, ranging from one to sixteen off ers. Th is may probably be explained by the fact that multi-criterially evaluated bids are adopted for fi nancially more substantial contracts and for procurement objects characterised by a higher degree of complexity (objects of public procurement with more complex structures). It can therefore be assumed that for such public contracts, the necessary implementation capacity is possessed by only a smaller number of potential candidates. Th e result is a lower distribution of the number of bids for multi-criterially evaluated public contracts. Th is presumption may be corroborated by the fi nding (see Table 2 ) that the average estimated price for single-criterially evaluated public contracts is lower than the average estimated price for multi-criterially assessed public procurement. Also the median of the fi nal and estimated price for single-and multi-criterially evaluated public contracts points towards a similar diff erence in prices.
Number of single-and multi-criterially evaluated bids within individual types of procurement procedures
In this part of the study, will try to answer the question whether the number of bids in individual types of procurement procedures diff ers for the cases related to single-criterially and multi-criterially evaluated bids. We will examine the given issue within the context of the competitive eff ect.
We start with the assumption that a higher number of bids creates a more competitive environment while the number of bids depends on the type (openness) of the procurement procedure. Th e following types of award procedures were investigated: open procedure, restricted procedure, negotiated procedure with publication, negotiated procedure without publication and simplifi ed below-the-threshold procedure. First, we shall examine single-criterially evaluated bids. Th e number of bids in each type of procurement procedure is shown in Table 3 (next page).
As evident from the table, the largest share of all types of procurement procedures (measured by the share on the total number of single-criterially evaluated public contracts) has an open procedure. 40 per cent of the examined sample of single-criterially evaluated public contracts were tendered using an open procurement procedure. Th is type of procurement procedure may be considered the most open type of tender procedure. Th e distribution of the number of tender bids for this type of procurement procedure is shown in Diagram 3 below. 
Diagram 3 Distribution of the number of tender bids for single-criterially evaluated public contracts (open procedure)
As evident from the examined sample, even for the given sample it holds true that single-criterially evaluated public contracts demonstrate a relatively high competitive environment in an open procurement procedure. Th is is confi rmed by the average representation of 6.67 bids in an open procurement procedure.
Although the open procedure potentially reaches all candidates, there are cases when the competition enters only a single bid, as also shown in our analysis. Causes may diff er. One example is the fact that other competitors eventually withdraw from the tender.
Th e relatively high number of average bids also recorded other types of procurement procedures -restricted procedures and negotiated procedures with publication, which may also be ranked among open types of procurement procedures.
Negotiated procedures without publication rank among public-procurement procedures with a relatively small degree of openness. Th eir case is depicted in Diagram 4 below.
Diagram 4
Distribution of the number of bids for single-criterially evaluated public contracts (negotiated procedure without publication)
As obvious from the analysis of this type of tender procedure, most contracts are tendered with only one off er. Th is signifi cantly reduces the competitiveness of the public tender. It is a consequence of the fact that within this type of procurement procedure, only one or two candidates are being addressed, which obviously restricts the competitiveness in public procurement. Such a case, when only a single bid is being tendered, may be labelled a "bad practice" of procurement management.
Th e simplifi ed below-the-threshold procedure represents a special case. For this type of procurement procedure, the contracting authority is mandated to reach a minimum of fi ve candidates. In Diagram 5 this dissimilarity is expressed using a colour-diff erentiation of the appropriate column, representing the number of bids.
Diagram 5
Distribution of the number of bids for single-criterially evaluated public contracts (simplifi ed below-the-threshold procedure)
Th e average number of bids is 5.72. In this type of award procedure, the contracting authority is obligated to reach fi ve bidders for a public contract. Th e analysis, however, shows that in some cases the number of bids is less than the mandated minimum of fi ve off ers. Th is is due to the fact that while the contracting authority addresses at least fi ve candidates, it happens that the contracting entity does not receive respective bids from all the candidates it has invited. Now we examine the distribution of the number of off ers that are evaluated based on multiple criteria. Results of the analysis are shown in Diagram 6 below.
Diagram 6
Distribution of the number of bids for multi-criterially evaluated public contracts (open procedure)
As apparent from the distribution of bids, the examined sample of public contracts also demonstrates a fairly wide range in the number of bids (from 2 to 12 off ers). Th erefore, we may conclude that this is a fairly competitive environment.
In the case of a simplifi ed below-the-threshold procurement procedure (see Diagram 7 below), where the contracting authority addresses fi ve contenders for a public contract, there also appears a similar phenomenon that we encounter for single-criterially evaluated public contracts. As the chart shows, using a simplifi ed below-the-threshold procurement procedure, in the case of multi-criterially evaluated public contracts most frequently four off ers are made. Th is can be explained by the fact that some invited candidates did not submit their bids.
Diagram 7
Distribution of the number of bids for multi-criterially evaluated public contracts (simplifi ed below-the-threshold procurement procedure
From examining a number of bids in each type of procurement procedure, when public contracts were evaluated either on the basis of the single evaluation criterion of the lowest bid price or based on several evaluation criteria, it may be concluded that the average number of bids in each type of contracting procedure does not signifi cantly diff er between the single-and multi-criterially evaluated contracts. For example, the diff erence in the average number of tender bids in an open and restricted procedure is about 0.5 bids. It is therefore possible to conclude that the choice of a particular type of criterion does not have any signifi cant eff ect on the number of submitted bids. Th is means that the single evaluation criterion of the lowest bid price does not signifi cantly aff ect the competitive environment. Th erefore, the perceived myth on the part of the public contractors who claim a significant impact of the lowest bid price criterion on the fi nal price of public procurement does not hold true. We will try to explore this conclusion in more detail within the following analysis.
Economic implications on the fi nal price using single-and multicriterion evaluation
To evaluate the competitive environment and explore the impact of the choice of evaluation criteria on the fi nal price, we will adopt a standardised diff erence in prices, as defi ned by Nikolovová et al. (2012) . Th is relationship may be expressed as follows: NR = (FP -EP) / EP, where (1) NR is a normalised diff erence in prices; FP is the fi nal price; EP is the estimated price.
For the given relationship it holds that if the normalised price diff erence is negative, the fi nal price is less than the estimated price. In this case we can conclude that a public contract was awarded in a competitive environment. Th e procuring authority has been able to save funds (Půček and Ochrana 2014) . Provided the price diff erence is positive, the fi nal price is higher than the estimated price. In this case we may assume that the eff ect of competition is missing. If the normalised price difference is zero it means that the fi nal and estimated prices are equal.
Th e analysis of the examined sample of public contracts shows that public contracts evaluated on the basis of a single factor have a variance of the normalised diff erence in prices in the range from -1 to +0.5. For multi-criterially evaluated contracts there a narrower range from -0.55 to +0.2 was determined. In both cases, the majority of contracts recorded a lower fi nal price compared to the original estimate.
Th e analysis of the average diff erence in normalised prices that assists the assessment of the impact that diff erent types of procurement procedures have on the fi nal price of public procurement may be supplemented by a regression analysis (method of ordinary least squares, OLS). Th e results of this analysis are shown in Tables 4 and 5 . Th e normalised price diff erential is treated as an explained variable while individual types of procurement procedures are used as explanatory variables. All considered variables are signifi cant at the 1 % level of signifi cance. As apparent from the analysis, open procedures demonstrate a relatively high degree of competitive environment. A negative correlation between open procedures and the price diff erential is apparent. Th is may be interpreted in the way that as the number of bids increases, the fi nal price drops. However, with respect to the performed analysis it is necessary to critically note that the coeffi cient of determination is clearly low.
In the case of public contracts evaluated based on multiple criteria, it was rather complicated to put together an appropriate model. Th e number of bids in each type of procurement procedure (except for an open procedure) was low. Th erefore, it was necessary to exclude all other types of award procedures, including constants. Th is left us only with an open procedure, which is signifi cant at the 1 % level of signifi cance. Th e research results are shown in Table 5 . As evident from the results of the analysis, the relationship between an open procedure and the price diff erential shows a negative correlation. Any decrease in the tendered price therefore depends on the growth in the number of tender bids. In this case the coeffi cient of determination is signifi cantly higher than for singlecriterially evaluated contracts. Th e model can explain approximately one half of all cases considered. However, it needs to be critically noted that the sample of multicriterially evaluated contracts was relatively small. For other examined procurement types, however, we have failed to demonstrate any signifi cant eff ect on the fi nal price. Th is can be explained by the small number of observations for other types of procurement procedures.
Conclusions
Th e analysis of public procurement in the Czech Republic leads to the conclusion that the number of bids and the fi nal price are independent of the choice of evaluation criteria. Regardless, contracting authorities overwhelmingly prefer the lowest price as an award criterion in public procurement, when in approximately fourfi ft hs of the cases they prefer the use of this evaluation criterion. Contracting authorities justify this practice using the following arguments:
Th e fi rst argument is a supposed larger eff ect of the lowest bid price on the fi nal cost of public procurement due to the formation of a more competitive environment. Empirical analysis, however, does not support this "myth of contracting authorities" regarding the more effi cient impact of the lowest bid price evaluation criterion towards the reduction in the fi nal price of a public contract.
Also the next assumption of contracting authorities, that through favouring the criterion of the lowest bid price it is possible to achieve savings for the public sector in that it is a less complex evaluation procedure, has proven to be unfounded. Compared to the total cost of procurement, transaction costs associated with procurement procedures are negligible. 5 Conversely, an inappropriate use of the lowest bid price criterion for procurement of goods and services leads to a waste of resources. Th is fact is also pointed out by the latest fi ndings of the Supreme Audit Offi ce of the Czech Republic from June 2014, when, e.g., during repair works carried out on the busiest Czech motorway D1 (the motorway between Prague and Brno) a number of faults were identifi ed. In this case, the off er with the lowest bid price, but with a very low (unsatisfactory) quality of the performed work, was selected. Th e same case we also register in construction works on other highway communications and in many instances of public contracts for services. From an economic perspective it is the case of non-compliance with the principle of economy within the adoption of the lowest bid price criterion. While tendering an off er with the lowest bid price, this off er subsequently does not meet the expected aim of the public contract. A confl ict arises between effi ciency and economy in public procurement.
